In contemporary Lithuanian we find two kinds of discontinuatives. The first one, common for all Lithuanian dialects, is the inchoative discontinuative jau ne (: jau 'already'), e.g.:
( The continuative counterpart of jau ne 'no longer' is dar 'still' (< OLith. dabar 'still; now'). The system of phasal adverbs consists of four elements:
This system coincides with the Slavic one (Polish, Russian), which has been thoroughly described by van der Auwera (1998:39 ff.), cf. Pol. jeszcze 'still', jeszcze nie 'not yet', już 'already' and już nie 'no longer' (lit. 'already not').
The second type of discontinuative is the so-called "'still' discontinuative", e.g.: This discontinuative is limited exclusively to the West-Aukshtaitian dialect (the west Lithuania and former East Prussia), which became the basis of the literary Lithuanian language. Discontinuatives jau ne and nebe are used in literary language interchangeably. The distribution of jau ne-, nebe-and jau nebe-is especially well visible in Old Lithuanian texts. E.g. in Postill (1599) by Mikołaj Dauksza (DP), who came from the Kėdainiai district and represented the so-called middle Lithuanian variant of the 16 th century literary Lithuanian language, jau ne-appears ≈39x, nebe-only 2x, jau nebe-0x. By contrast, in the comparable in terms of size Postill (1591) by Johannes Bretke (Lithuania Minor = former East Prussia), jau ne-occurs only 4x, nebe-15x, jau nebe6x. 1 In the following section I will discuss the origin of nebe-'no longer'.
OUTER NEGATION VS. INNER NEGATION
In Modern Lithuanian the continuative counterpart of nebe-is the prefix tebe-, which about the first half of 19 th century superseded the continuative prefix/particle be 'still' (Ostrowski 2011a In contrast, the inner negation appears in the scope of the other part of sentence, e.g. particle jau 'already' in (1). In order to illustrate the difference, let's compare sentences (6) and (7) If we apply to (6) the paraphrase 'it is not true that...', we obtain 'It is not true that John still has time' that is synonymous with (7). However, if we employ the aforementioned paraphrase in (7), we get 'It is not true that John already has time' = 'John has not time yet' that differs clearly from the sense of (7). It happens because in (7) there is the inner negation that occurs in the scope of the particle jau 'already'. Which has led us to the conclusion that the outer negation with the continuative prefix be-is an equivalent to the inner negation with the particle jau 'already'; see König (1991, 143) , who illustrated the described relationship using the German schon 'already' and noch 'still': The German nicht mehr 'no longer', a comparative discontinuative in van der Auwera's terms, constitutes an outer negation, too (König, loc. cit.) . The fact that the Lithuanian nebe-'no longer' is recorded exclusively in West Lithuania raises the question whether the use of the negation in nebe-has not been influenced by German. Such a structure is completely different from the state observable in the remaining Lithuanian dialects (and Slavic languages).
To sum up, the Lithuanian nebe-comes from joining the outer negation ne and continuative prefix / particle be(-) 'still'. A brilliant paralell is found in the Old Greek οὐκ-έτι 'no more, no longer, no further', which traces back to combination of sentence negation οὐ(κ) and continuative adverb ἔτι 'yet, still'.
In the West-Aukshtaitian dialect (and thereby in literary language), there also occurs the variant jau nebe 'no longer', e.g.:
(9) Seniai jau ne-be-lijo. long before already NEG-still-rain:PRT3 'It has not been raining long ago.' Van der Auwera (1998: 83-85 ) calls this type "emphatic uses", cf. Dutch (10) and German (11):
(10) Jan is al niet meer thuis. John is already no more home 'John has already left home.' (11) Das habe ich schon lange nicht mehr gehört.
'I haven't heard that one in a long time. ' Here, too, the similarity between Germanic languages and the most westward part of the Lithuanian dialectal area is striking.
